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â€œLesbian Avengerâ€• is an erotic adventure that tells the story of Jenny Sepulvedaâ€™s

unexpected and unlikely rise to superhero status. A recovering alcoholic with deeply-buried secrets,

Jennyâ€™s life is forever changed when she takes a shortcut through a West Hollywood park late

one night and encounters a young, charming costume designer named Sophia. After rescuing

Sophia from certain doom, the two form a bond that grows more passionate, powerful and sensual

every day. When Jennyâ€™s secret super power is revealed, Sophiaâ€™s keen insight and clever

ideas propel both women on a path to unparalleled heights, unrivaled passions and unforeseen

revelations. An adventurous love story with an intensely arousing edge, â€œLesbian Avengerâ€• is a

stimulating tale full of mystery, passion, lust, jealousy, sabotage, trials and triumph. Join Jenny and

Sophia in their quest to save the world, and fall in love with them as they fall for each other.
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This was an exciting, arousing, fast-paced read with an intensely erotic edge. The attraction and

passion between Jenny and Sophia was palpable and vivid. The chance crossing of their paths was

like the coming together of two explosive chemicals, and the adventures (both sexual and



otherwise) that resulted were as stimulating as they were memorable. Speaking of memorable, the

love scene in Chapter 4 is an absolute must-read.

Sooo....If you're looking for an intellectual or literary masterpiece, you probably stopped at the title,

or like me you wondered if it was on par with lovable heroes such as the toxic avenger or bluntman

and chronic. It is a short read in every sense of the meaning. Finished in maybe an hour with plenty

of breaks in between. it has a solid beginning then launches head first into a flurry of sudden easy

decisions. Save the girl from her druggie ex, check. Give girl standard wave off and run, Check.

discover the girl is a nosy girl who is unbelievable beautiful, frisky, persistent, understanding,

persistent, trusting(Waaay too much motivation in a pothead), Check. Then launch straight into a

hero gig with barely an argument, no thinkover, no worries for the CIA(because of course girl just

happens to have a perfect costume), Check.There was zero real conflict. The plot seamed well

thought out if a bit typical of superheros but the lead up was super rushed, everyone was soooo

trusting despite having the government after you, after framing you for your mothers murder right in

front of your eyes, and after having barely met. Really? and of course the cure all for lifes problems

is weed and sex. Really? But of course if you took a look here for the reasons of reading about lots

of lesbian sex scenes. Then Bingo, but again they are rushed. The ending was ridiculously fast and

easy. Way too easy. I give three stars because Yes the plot seemed solid. and it had the potential

for an interesting and sexy superhero.

I enjoyed

Not a fan of first person writing. It reads too much like a freaking diary.
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